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The react,ions of phenylpropiolic acid and methyl
phenylpropiolate with thionyl chloride, sul-fur díchl-oride,
sulfur monochl-oride and sul-furyl chloride have been investÍgated.
Formation of benzo[b]thlophene products has been observed in
some cases. The procedure is not considered to be a particularly
useful route to Ëhese systems due to the relatively 1-ow yield
and the mu1-tiplícÍty of products formed ín most cases. Compounds
derived from the formal addition of chlorine to the triple bond
are among the maJor products in rnost of Ëhese react.ions.
Several routes for the synthesis of pyridylpropiolíc acids
and esters have been ínvestigaÈed. The reaction 6f these
compounds with thionyl chloríde has been Studied and found to be
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The reactíon of acetylenic systens with sulfur halides
has received scant attention until very recently. In the past
decade, however, the sÈudy of these reactions has steadily ín-
creased and particularly Ín the case of sulfenyl halides, a
considerable amount of work has been reporÈed.1 ltt mosL cases'
the work in this area has been concerned wiËh símple alkynes and
relatively little work has been published on the reacÈion of
acetylenic acids or acid derivatives with sulfur halides.
Acetylene dicarboxylíc acid (1) has been shown2 to ïeact
readily r¡iËh thíonyl chloride in the presence of a catalytíc
amount of base (dimethylformamide) to yield the díchloromaleic









Ëhe reacËi-on proceeded via cis additíon of Ëhionyl chloride to
Ëhe Ëriple bond with transfer of chloríne and format,ion of
sulfur monoxide. The same product (2) was also formed, but ín
lower yield, when triethylamine or pyridine r^rere used as the
base. Under these conditions anoÈher product was also isolated2










acetylenic acids has apparently proceeded3,4 ,ror*ally wiÈh thionyl
chloride to gíve the expected acid chloride.
During the course of some work on alko>rysubstÍtuted
phenylpropiolic acids, Cadby5 noËíced that Ëhionyl ehloride
reacted, under reflux conditions, with so*e dis,rbstítuted
systems to yield non-acetylenic producËs. These products were
shown by spectral daÈa and independent synthesis to be benzo-




















Cadbys further showed thaË Ëhe reaction proceeded equally
readily on the corresponding aceÈylenic esters, (8) and (9) Ëo
again yield Ëhe benzo[b]thiophene sysËem. IsolatÍon of the benzo-
[b]thiophene acid chloride after the reaction of the acetylenic
acid (5) wiËh thionyl chloride under reflux conditíons established
Ëhat the cyclisaËion occurred duríng Ëhe treatment with thionyl
chloride. For convenience, the reacËions were worked up wíth
4
meËhanol, Ëo convert Ëhe acid chloride producÈs to the more
amenable esÈer derivaËives. However, Ëhe acid (5) gave only
the corresponding acid chloride when treaËed with thionyl
chloride aË room temperature for twenty-four hours. This acid
chlorÍde was stable aÈ room temperature. Phenylpropiolic acid
reacted wiËh thíonyl chloríde rrnder the same conditions (reflux,
no solvent, four hours) to gíve only phenylpropiolyl chloríde,
which was characterised as the corresponding rnethyl esËer. Klemm
and hís co-worker"4 h"d earlier reported ËhaÈ Ëhe dÍmetho><y acid
(4) reacted wiËh Ëhionyl chloride in benzene under reflux con-
dÍtions to yield Ëhe acetylenic acid chlori.de, although they did
not isolate the product but used it in situ to form an ester.
Analogous reactÍons with 3, 4r5-ÈrÍmethoxy-phenylpropÍ-olic
acid (10) and p-methorryphenylpropiolíc acid (14) gave considerabl-y
reduced yÍe1ds of benzo[b]thiophene products and several other
compounds were also obtained (scheme 3).
Bonnin6 conËinued the work of Cadby and was parËieularly
concerned with obtainíng information on the reacÈion mechanism(s).








































the corresponding acid chloride under these condiËions, although
the ß-chlorocínnamate (13) uras slowly converted to benzo[b]thio-
phene products by refluxing in thionyl chloride. She further
showed ÈhaË Ëhe Ê-chlorocinnamaËe (13) was not formed Ëo any
appreciable exÈent during the reflux period with thionyl chloríde
but was obtaíned during the work-up of Èhe reaction with an
a1coho1. It is knorn¡n7 that HCl adds quite readily to the ËripleË
bond of alkoxysubstíËuted phenylpropiolie systems. Thus although
iË Ís possible ÈhaË HClr formed duríng Ëhe alcoholysÍs of residual
thionyl chloride and the acid chloride, may well be adding to the
Ëriple bond of r¡nreacted sËarting materÍal, it is also possíble
Ëhat the alcohol is converËing an addition product of type (16)





SX x: cl, ocl
( 16)
propíolic acid is known8r9 to add in the Markownikoff serise to
form a mixËure of the cis- and Ërans-ß-chlorocinnamic acíd sysËems.
Bonnin6 repeated the reaction on p-metho>cy-phenylpropiolie
acid and obtained, in addÍtíon to Èhe benzo[b]Èhiophene (15)
7
reported by Cadby, s tto non-cyclised producËs (1i) and (18) . In
addition other producËs were obtained in unsuffícÍenË amounts or
purity to enable them to be characterised. However it is clear
from the data reported6 ËhaË ËrÀro of these producËs can be ten-
taËively identified, as a resulË of Èhe work (see page 29) pre-
sented in this Ëhesis. In contrast to the result reported by
Cadby, BonnÍn was unable Ëo obtain cyclísed products when m-
metho>cyphenylpropiolic acid or the corresPonding ester I^7as re-
fluxed wiËh thionyl chloride.
It was noted6 Ëhat the ester (8) r^ras stable to reflux
with Ëhionyl chloride in a variety of solvents with boilÍng
points similar Ëo that of thionyl chloride. It was Ëherefore
suggested that Ëhe formatíon of the benzo[b]thiophene (6) from
(8) involved ionic species, since ít is knornmlo that neat thionyl
chloríde is íonized to some extent a¡rd addition of an inert
solvent would suPpress this ionizaLion.
Shortly after the completion of Bonninrs work' a pre-
liminary conmtunicatíonll appeared which ouËlined the results of
an ínvesti-gation of the reacËion of phenylpropiolíc acid and
cinnamic acid wíth thionyl chloríde in the Presence of a cat,a-
lyËíc ¿rmount of pyridine. These results are suntrnarísed in
8

























thíonyl chloride ro gíve only cinnamoyl chloride (19), where-
as the reaction of (20) ín the presence of pyridine afforded
(2L) and (23). A similar reacLÍon of (20) with sulfur mono-
chloride dÍd noË give any identifiable producË. compor:nd (23)
\^ras converted to the benzo[b]thíophene (21) r^rith both sulfur
monochloride and thionyl chloride in the Presence of pyridine.
The benzo[b]Èhiophene (21) was also obtained from acetylenic
acid (22) with thionyl chloríde and pyrÍdíne. unfortunately
the experimental detaíls of thís work have noË yet been pub-
9
lished and it is thus not possible Ëo clarify the somer,'rhat
ambiguous staËements Ín Ëhe prelirninary cofllmunication.
It had already been notedrlz though only as a footnote to
another preliminary connnunication, that cinnamic acid reacËed
wiËh thionyl chloride in the presence of pyridj-ne to form the
benzolb]rhiophene produex (2L) in 6L7" yield and (23) in 13%
yield. Further examples of benzo[b]thíophene formation under
these condiËions from substituted cinnamic acids were províded
in a laÈer communícation. 13 The reaction has been somewhaË
improved by lürighÈ and Brabanderl4 buË the yields are still not
good and Ëhe reaction conditions (reflux for 3 days in chloro-
benzene) are raÈher exËreme. By-producËs formed in these
reacËions were Ídentifiedl5 as Ëhiazolol3 r2-afpyridinium
chlorides. Both !ürightI6 and GronowitzlT have ext,ended the
reaction to prepare thieno13rz-b]thíophene sysËems from the










REACTIONS OF PHENYLPROPIOLIC ACID AND
ITS METHYL ESTER
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2.L REACTION OF PHENYLPROPIOLIC ACID AND ITS METHYL
ESTER t/.lITH THIONYL CHLORIDE AND PYRIDINE
At the conmencement of this investÍgaËíon no experimenËal
details f,or Èhe reaction of phenylpropiolic acid (PPA) with thionyl
chloride, j-n the presence of pyridine, had been published (indeed
some three years later this ís stÍll Ëhe case). It was thus de-
cíded that the ínvesËígation should concenÈrate íníËíally on the
reaction and its potentíal as a general route to benzo[b]thiophenes.
In partícular ansü/ers \¡rere soughÈ to the following questions:
(1) Does the reaction occur with other related systems e.g. esters
of arylpropiolic acÍds?
(2) lrlhat is Ëhe optimum amount of pyridine relative to both thionyl
chloríde and the aceËylenic system for maximum yíeld of the
benzo [b ] thíophene Product?
(3) trrlhat other producËs are formed ín Êhese reacÈions?
IË was soon establÍshed, qualitatively, Ëhat PPA reacted
more readily than methyl phenylpropiolate (IæP) I^tith Ëhionyl chloríde
and pyridÍne, under simílar conditions as Judged by È.1.c. data. In
addition, no acetylenic bond could be detected in the total crude
produet from Ëhe reaction of PPA after síx hours reflux, whereas
11
some acetylene absorption was sti11 PresenË in the corresponding
reaction of MP*P after twenty-four hours.
IË can be inferred from Ëhe prelÍminary communication
concernedl I that the conditíons used for the cyclísation of PPA
involved a small amount only of pyridíne ín excess Èhionyl chloride'
These are the conditÍons used for similar cyclisation involving
cinnamic acÍd related syster".I2'I4-17 Hot..t.t, rather Ëhan
assume Ëhese condítions ít was'considered Èhat ít was worthwhile
Èo determÍne the variation, if any, of the benzo[b]thiophene yíeld
according to the variaËíon in relat,ive amounts of pyridÍne and
Èhionyl chloride.
The daËa obtained æe suntrnarised in Table 1, and it ís clear
from Ëhese figures that the maxímum yield of the cyclised product









Variatlon irr l,he yield of benzo[b]thíophene (25) with the relative
raËio of pyridine and thionyl chloride














a ca. 500 mg of MPP was refluxed in the Ëhionyl chloríde/pyridine
system for two days. The benzo[b]thiophene (25) was separated
by preparative plate chromatography and purified by crysta111-
sation.
b. 61 rng of pyridine \^ras used. Some sËarting material was detected
ln the Èotal crude Product.
c. 1:1 mole ratio.
d. Èoluene (5 ml) rnras used as the solvent and the soluÈion refluxed
as described above.
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relaËive to thionyl chloride conceritration. The yíelds given in
Table 1 are ísolated yields and are undoubtedly lower than the
actual yield, due to losses in the work-up procedure. However,
ít is felt that the Ërend in these figures is meaningful. It
was also noÈiced thaË increasíng the amount of pyridine relative
to Èhionyl chloride Save increased amounts of tarry material,
whj-ch made the separatíon and purification of (25) more difficult'
Preparative t.l.c. did not enable any of the other products
of thåse reactions to be separated and characterised. Accordinglyt
the toËal reaction producË was analysed by vapour phase chromato-
graphy and the peaks ÍdenÈified by use of a coupled mass sPectro-
meter. Table 2, gives Ëhe results obËained afÈer MPP was refluxed
with rhionyl chloríde af}d pyrídíne (4 ml : 1 ml) for six hours.
As expected a considerable amount of sËarting materíal was Present'
The yield of (25) hras ca. 36% of the ËoËal volatile material,
assuming an equal response raËio for each of Ëhe products. The
other products identÍfied ruere the cis and trans isomers of rneËhyl
ß-chlorocinnamate (26) and the cis and trans. isomers of methyl oß-
dichlorocínnamaËe (27). It is noË possíble, with certainty' to
ídentify which isomer is which ín both Èhese cases. However, the
n.m.r. spectrum of the crude reaction product has sínglets at
ô 6.38 and.6.57. These peak positíons are consistent wiËh Ëhose
expectedlS and foundl9 for the ß-chlorocínnamate system and rule
Products a¡rd relative yield"" fto* Ëhe reactÍon of PPA and MPP
with thionyl chloride and pyridíneb
















ratio of peak areas of the v.p.c. sPecLra, assuming an equal
response ratio for Ëhe Products.
compound refluxed thÍonyl chloride (4 ml) and pyridíne (1 url)
for the specífied Ëíme.
cis and trans isomers combined.



















amount of (25) expressed as a Percentage of the total amount
of material recorded by Ëhe v.p.c. instrumenË'
out the alternate a-chlprocinnamate structure for the HCl addition
producË. If iË ís assumed that the higher fíeld signal of the two
sínglets ís due Ëo the cis ísomer as seems reasonablerlS-I9 tnutt
the trans isomer is the one obtained in greater amount'
A crysËal1ine dichloro acid obtaíned from some later work
(page 33) is ÈentaÈívely assigned the cis structure' If this
assígnment is correct then the dichloro esËer obÈained in greater
amount ín these reactíons has the cis structure also by comparíson
of the v.p.c. data. The Japanese workll also assígned the cis
geomeËry ro the dichloro acid (24), they obtained from their
reacËion (scheme 4, page B) on the basis of melËing poinÈ data'
It Ís not clear whether Ëhe ísomer raÈio tox (26) arrd (27) has any
significance in mechanistÍc terms. In both cases it appears ËhaË
the Èhermodynamically more sÈable Ísomer9 is present in greater
amount and the ísomer ratío may símply reflect the order of
stability of the respecËive systems'
trühen the MPP was refh¡xed hrith thionyl chloride and
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pyridine. for a longer period (two days) the sËarting materÍal could
no longer be detected ín Èhe producËs, as analysed by v.P.c. and
the relaËive yield of (25) had increased. After síx hours reflux'
ing ,.; under símílar conditions, PPA had formed the same producËs
bur in a dífferenr ratio (Table 2). The higher yield of (25)
from the acid, when compared to the esterr \¡7as deÈermined by v.p.c.
was reflected in the greater yield (377") of this maËerial, when
a similar reaction was worked up as described for the reacËíons
in Table 1. It should be emphasísed ËhaË Percentage yíe1d of
(25) as deËermined by v.p.c. is likely to be greateT Èhan Ëhe
actual yíe1d since some polymeric material is also formed in these
reactions, which would make Ëhe actual yield somewhat lower than
that indicated bY v.P.c.
It is of inÈerest to note that the relaÈive amount of the
HC1 addition producË (26) decreases with increasing reaction Líme'
It \^ras considered that this product may arise from an addition of
HCl, formed during Ëhe alcoholysis of the reaction mixture Ëo
unreacËed acetylene and that Èhis would explain the decrease in
relative amount. However, ín a seParate experimenËr MPP was found
Ëo give only trace amounts of Ëhe HC1 addition product l^then refluxed
in methanol contaÍning anhydrous hydrogen chloride. trlhen MPP was
refluxed with thionyl chloride and pyridíne for twenty-four hours
L7
and worked up by addítíon of wat,er rather than methanol, (26)
could be detected by v.p.c. !ühen the same reacËion solution,
prior to the addition of water, was injecËed directly onto the
v.p.c. coluÍlrr no HCl addition product (26) could be detected.
Instead a ne\^r major peak was evídent with a longer retention Èime.
After the usual work-up involving addition .of a proton source,
Ëhis peak \¡ras essentíally absenÈ. However, since it had a very
símÍlar retention Ëime on the column to one of the isomers of (27),
it was noÈ possible to be absolutely certain that iË was no longer
present. This data suggests that the HC1 addítíon producx (26)
arises by protonolysis of a reacËion intermediate and the decrease
in yíeld of (26) with longer reaction times, in turn índicaËes the
consumptíon of intermediaËe. Bonnitt6 h"d previously found that the
HCl addítion producË (13) formed in the analogous reactj.on of
p-methoxyphenylpropiolaËe \^ras not present in the reaction solutíon
unÈi1 the mixture was worked up.
It does not appear to be profítable to sPeculate aË length
on Èhe mechanism (or mechanisms) for the formation of these
products. IË would be expecËedl0 that Ëhe pyridine would coordinate
with the thionyl chloride Ëo form a complex that is more actívaËed
toward electrophilic attack than Ëhíonyl chloride iËself and hence
this would explaín Ëhe catalytic effect of pyrídine. However, Ëhe
mechanisms for the formaËíon of (26) and (27) from such an inÈer-
18
mediaËe are not clear and indeed it is not possible to dÍsËinguish
between an ioníc or a radical mechanism. It is reasonable to
suggest thaÈ additíon Ëo Ëhe triPle bond by thíonyl chloride (or
rhe pyridine complex, 28) could lead to an íntermediate (29) that
could eiËher cyclíse (via 30) to the benzo[b]thíophene (25) or
collapse Ëo the dichloro-product (27). Conversion of (30) to (25)









seems reasonable sÍnce a fully aromatÍc compound is obtaíned and
it is knownl0 that thíonyl chloride can functíon as an "oxygen
transfer'r reagent. It ís known20 that Ëhíonyl chloride begÍns
to dissociate at its boiling point to chlorj-ne and other products'
Thís process is facilitated by strong light and ís detectable at
L9
ambíenË light strength. It ís thus possíble that Ëhe dichloro
products (27) may arise by dírect chlorínaËíon of the tríple
bond, particularly tt the pTridine pÏesent can facllltate Ëhe
díssocÍation process.
Thionyl chloride j-s knovmlO to be weakly ionised as a
pure liquid, this ionisation would be suppressed ín a non-polar
solvent. It is thus not. surprisíng Èhat conducËing Èhe reaction
in Ëoluene makes no appreciable difference to the yíeld of (25)
for Ëhe effect of the higher reaction temPerature would be
offset by the decreased reactivity of the thionyl chloride ín the
non-polar solvent. Ar carboxylic acid could facilítate Ëhe
ionisation of Ëhionyl chloride and hence íncreased iËs reactivity;
this effect would not be expecËed to the same exËent wi-th afi ester
and thís may explaín the decreased reacÈivíËy of MPP when compared
to PPA.
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2.2. REACTION OF METHYL PHENYLPROPIOLATE hJITH
SI.IL FtIR DI CHLC)RI DE
Barton and. zjika2l h".r" studied the reactíon of aceËylenes
with sulfur dichloríde and found that dialkylacetylenes afford
the corresponding divinyl disulfides (31) in quanËitative yiel-d.
In contrast diphenylacetylene and sulfur dichl-oríde Ín equÍmolar
quanËiËies formed Ëhe benzo[b]Ëhiophene (32) or the divínyl di-
sulfide (31, R = COHS) depending on Ëhe reaction solvent. In
eÈher as solvent (32) was obtained in 9O7" yieLdrbut in other
solventsr e.B. dichloromeÈhane hexane and acetonitríte, only the














(sr) (sz¡ ( 33)
gnable to offer an adequaËe e>çlanation for this surprÍsing
solvent difference. Íühen two equivalents of diphenylacetylene
2L
r¡rere used (31) was the only product. Reactions ínvolvíng r:n-
symmetrícal alkynes showed Ëhat the reacËion was largely antí-
Markownikoff and that Èhe stereochemlstry of the addiÈion was
Ërans. In some cases the inítÍal adduct (e.g. 33) could be
isolaÈed.
Bonnin6 had shown Ëhat methyl 31 4-dirnetho>ry-phenyl-
propiolate with a large excess of sulfur dichloride gave a good
yield of Ëhe benzolb]thiophene (6). In contrast, however, meËhyl
m-metho4yphenylpropiolate gave intractable material under the
same condiËions.
It was thus of ÍnËerest Ëo examine the reaction of MPP
with sulfur dichl0ríde. If the resulËs of Barton ar.¡d zíka2l
apply Ëo aceÈylenic esters Ëhe anti-Markowníkoff addition of the
reagenË would give a product that is not suitably orientated for
cyclísatíon Èo a benzolb]thiophene system. ]ühen MPP was Èreated
with excess sulfur dichloride in díchloromeÈhane the sËarting
material e,ould not be detecLed by t.1. c. after Ëhree hours at
room temperaÈuïe. Analysis of the product by v.p.c. coupled to
a mass spectromeËer showed that Ëhe followíng compounds had been
formed in addírion to the benzo[b]thiophene (25). trIhen Ëhe reaction
r¡ras repeated, but using ether as Ëhe solvent, some starÈing material





c6H5- c c l2-c c l2-co2cH3
lss)
was lornrer. The ratÍos of the peak areas for these products in
each reacÈion are shoum.ín Table 3. AlËhough Ëhe reaction using
ether as a solvent had not gone to compleËíon, iË Ís clear Ëhat
sulfur dichloride does not form Ëhe benzo[b]thiophene in a syn-
thetically useful yield ín eíther case. The major product Ín
both cases r¡ras the dichloroaddÍtion product (27). The cis and
trafis ratÍo fot (27) was 6:1 when díchloromeËhane was used as
solvent and, 421 in the other case.
The mechanism for the formation of these products is
not c1ear. An episulfonium intermediate is considered to be
involved22'24 in the reacËion of sulfur díchloride wÍth olefins
23
Table 3
Relative yíe1ds of products from MPP and sulfur dichloride









and Ít is possible that a simÍlar íntermediate (e.g. (36) may also
form in this case. Loss of sulfur could then provide the díchloro
compound (27). Alternatívely a -disproporËionatíon of the sulfur





díchloride to either chloririe aËoms or chlorine molecules could
24
also be involved in the formatlon ot (27). A radical mechanism
would seem a more 1ike1-y possíbility for the formation of the
ring chlorlnated product (34). Since vÍnyl chlorldes are
relatively inert Lo electrophilÍc attack, radical chlorination
of (27) appears to be a likely explanation for the fomatlon of
(35).
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?.3 REACTION OF PHENY LPROPIOLIC ACID AND ITS METHYL
ESTER WITH SULFUR MONOCHLORIDE
Nakagawa et a1.11 repotted that cinnamic acld and several
related systems could be converted to benzo[b]thiophenes by using
sulfur monochl-oride (S2C12). Ilowever, they made no mention of
any reacLion of PPA or íts esters with this reagenË'
Reid and Ochs25 have very recently shown thaË sulfur
monochloride adds to acetylenlc sysËems in boÈh Markownikoff and
anti-Markor,rnikof f directions. Oxidation of the inítíal- adducts
gave mixtures of dívinyl sul-fones and a benzo[b] thíophene
derívative if an arylacetylene was used. In particular ethyl
phenylpropiolate gave a good yiel¿ (S0Z) of abenzo[b]thíophene-l,1-
díoxide (37, R=COzCzÍls) and a small amount (2%) of a thiophene-1,1--
dioxide, whfch was considered to aríse from a secondary reaction of
the corresponding divínyl sul-fones (:a¡ .
The results of the present study of the products formed
in the reactíons of PPA and MPP wíth sulfur nonochloride are shown ín
Tabl_e 4. Ïfhen ppA was refluxed rnríth sulfur monochl-oríde and pyrídine
for three hours and the mÍxture worked up as usual- I^/ith methanol,
26
Jzct 1r














v.p.c. data indicated the presence of only three products.
preparatlve t.l-.c. enabled (25) to be obtaíned pure. The
oÈher two componenÈs could not be separated by adsorption
chromaÈography, but n.m.r. and mass sPectral dat,a showed thaË
rhe mixture consisted of (39) and (40). Fractional crystal-
lisation of the mixËure enabled (39) to be separaÈed and its
ídentity confirmed by melting polnt data. The n.m.r. data






but does not enable the final chlorine Ëo be placed.
CI
( 3e) (ro¡
!ütren the same reactíon was conducted ín the absence of
pyridíne (25), (39) and (40) were formed in approxlmately the
same ratio as before (Table 4). Small- amounts of (26) a¡d (27)
were obÈaíned as well, in contrast to the fnitial reaction where
these producËs \Àlere not detected. ConducËing the reactlon aË a
lower temperature wíth pyridíne al-tered the producÈ raÈÍo
considerably as only a t,race of (40) was detected. I'Ihen MPP was
used instead of the acíd, relatively less of (39) r^ras obtalned
and relatívely more of the adduc9 (26) and (27) were notíced. In
addítion a neür product was observed by v.p.c. with a longer
retentlon time than (25). Unfortunately it \^ras not possíble to
separate this materíal by preparative t.l-.c. and no spectral




Relatíve ratío of products from sulfur monochlorÍde
and PPA or MPP
Products
Starting material





















a bath temperature 140-160", reaction time three hours.
b bath temperature 95-100o, reaction tíme three hours.
c percenËage yields aftex partial separatíon of the
products by preparaËive È.1-.c. are gíven in brackets.
d the rel-atlve ratio of the unídentifíed product ís 6.
2r3-Dichlorobenzo[b]thiophene (39) has been obtainedll ín
4l% yieLð, from styrene and sulfur monochloride and ís also formed26
by the action of chloríne on benzolb]thíophene. These result,s
and the known2T behavfour of thiophene and benzo[b]thiophene
and benzo[b]thiophene esters and acids suggest two líkely mechanisms
for Èhe formation of (39). It is possible that PPA decarboxyl-atss
thermal-ly under the reacÈion conditíons formíng phenylacetylene.
Addítion of sulfur monochlorlde across the triple bond, foll-owed
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by ring closure and further chl-orínation would give (39) in a
manner that 1s presumably very similar to that for the formatíon
of (39) from styrene (scheme 6). It would noÈ be expected that










however, pyridine hydrochlorlde may be generated duríng the
reactlon in suffícient quantiÈy Ëo at least partíally saponífy
the starting est,er which then could react as outlined 1n scheme
6. An alternatíve mechanism, shown ín scheme 7, suggests that
(39) arises from (25), or the corresponding acíd, as Ëhe result
of an electrophilic substitution involvlng displaeement of a









of (39) startÍng from Ëhe ester compared to the acid (Table 4)
could then be explained by the díffícul-ty 1n decarboxymethylating
(or saponifying) the fntermedíate in Èhis scheme conpared Èo
the decarbo:rylation of the acid as ühe sËarting uraterial.
Ilowever, when (25) was treated with sulfur monochloríde and
pyrídíne under these reaction condítíons (39) could not be
detected by v.p.c. of the product and fnfrared and t.l.c. data





The avallable data does not permft a defLnl-te eonclusfon
to be made on the mechanism for the fo:¡natlon of (25) and (39)
under these condltlons and 1t 1s qulte poeslble that radlcal,
not ionlc, proceases are lnvolved.
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2 4. REACTION OF PHENYLPROPIOLIC ACID AND ITS
METHYL ESTER I^IITH SULFURYL CHLORIDE
The reacÊion of acetylenic sysËerns with sulfuryl chloride
(SO2CLù has received lítËle aÈtention. Russian workers2B have
claimed that but-2-yne and sulfuryl chloride formed 3'4-díchl-oro-
!r2r3r4-Èetramethylcyclobutene in low yield as well as 2r3-dichloro-
buË-2-ene. The addÍtion of chlorine has also been observed with
olefíns; Ín this case ß-chlorosulfones were also formed29 and a
radical mechanisrn was Ínvolved. Amie130 has recently reported
that sulfonyl chlorÍdes added Ëo the tríp1e bond, in the presence
of a copper caËalysË to give ß-chlorovinylsulfones. A sirnilar
reactíon has been reported3I with sulfonyl Íodídes. Chlorosulphonic
acid reacËs32 with buËyropher'ì.ones and valerophenones to form 3-
chloro-2- alkyLber.zo [b ] thÍophene-1, 1-dioxides.
lühen MPP was refluxed wÍth sulfuryl chloride for three
hours an oil was obtaíned, which by v.p.c. analysis was shown Ëo
consist of six products. The cis and trans Ísomers of (27), in
a 4zL ratio, made up half of thÍs total volatile maËerial; wiËh
(34) (both isomers, relaÈive yield 152) and (35) (2I%) being the
other major componenËs. A small amounË (ca. 3"/.) of (26) was the
oËher product.
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In marked conËrast PPA and sulfuryl chloride under
similar conditions gave a producË rnrhose infrared sPectrum
suggested the presence of an anhydride as one of the products.
This maËerial appeared Ëo be formed to its greatest exËent,
when the reaction time was prolonged to tl^lenty hours. In
this case a crysÈalline acíd was obtained, in 4O7" yield,
whose spectral data ar¡d physical properËies are consístent
wiËh ít beíng c:þ-qß-dichlorocÍnnamic acid. In particular
it had a melting point of lL6-L20o, whích is greaÈer Ëhan
that of Ëhe trans ísomer33'brlt very símilar to that quoted
for the cis isomer.33 A míxËure of the Ëwo acids melÈs lower
than that of eíther pure acid.33 In addition a chlorine con-
taining anhydride was ísolated ín L5% yieLd. The n.m.r. and
mass spectrum of this compound suggested, partícularly after
comparí-son with those of sÍmilar comPoundsr34 the sËructure
(42). EsËerification of the ËoËa1 product with díazomethane
and analysis of the mixture by v.p.c. showed that (27) was the
major component (84it of toÈa1 volaÈile maËerÍal, cís:Ërans-
ratio 4:1). Sma1l amounts of (26) and one Ísomer of (34) were
also obtaíned. The chloroanhydríde (42) is noÈ sufficiently
volatÍle to be detected by v.p.c. under the usual conditions.
No benzo[b]thiophene products \^7ere deËected in eÍther of these
reactions.
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It is known34 that phenylpropiolic anhydrides (41)
heaËíng will cyclise to form l-phenylnaphthalene anhydride
(43). lrans-cinnamyl phenylpropiolaÈes (44) al-so cyclise







that Ëhe trans-enyníc ester (44) cyclises whereas the cis Ísomer
is resÍstariË to cyclisatioh. A study of molecular models and a
consíderation of the molecular orbítals involved suggesËed that
the requíred geometry for a Dj-els-Alder reaction betl^leen the
cÍnnamoyl moíety (the díene) and Èhe Ëriple bond (the dienophile)





IL is thus reasonable Ëo suggest Ëhat of the mixture of
anhydrides Ëhat could be formed under Èhe reaction condiLions,
only thaË (46) formed from trans-clß-díchlorocinnamiç acid and
PPA could eyclise to a l:phenylnaphthalene derivatíve. Since
Èhe trans acid is formed in smaller amounts than the cís in these
reacËions íË also accounËs.for the lower yield of (42) compared
Èo the yield of cis:oß-dj-chlorocinnamic acid. Sínce no (43)
was detected among Ëhe reaction producËs ' it suggesËs that the
actlvaËion energy required to form (43) is considerably higher
than that Ëo form (42), assuming comparable reactÍon rates for
both cyclisaÈíon processes. Usually Èhe formatíon of (43) from
PPA requires strong heatíng in a dehydraÈing medium and the
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cyclisaLion of phenylpropiolic anhydride ís slow aË 100o.36 It
ís reasonable to exPect such a difference in activation energíes
since the enynic system (46) is betËer suíted, both electronically
and sterically, to a Diels-Alder reactíon and Lhe subsequenÈ






involving chlorínation of one of the triple bonds of phenylpro-
piolic anhydride, followed by cyelísatÍon is also a possibility.
tr{hen the c:þ-ctß-dichlorocinnamic acid and PPA were re-
ffu:xed in benzene containÍng some aceËic anhydride for twenËy-
four hours, the self-condensatíon producË (43) I^Ias Èhe only an-
hydride isolated. The cis acÍd is knov¡n37 to be partÍally
converted to the Ërans ísomer (457. yie]-d) when irradiated under
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ultravÍolet light for a prolonged time. trrlhen the cis acid was
heated in chloroform under ultravioleÈ light for twelve hours
and then PPA and aceËic anhydride added and Ëhe irradiation
conÈinued for a furËher twenty-four hours no anhydride products
were observed when the rnixture l^7as worked up.
Since the líterature indicated ËhaË the Ërans-dichloro
and Ëhe trans-dibromocinnamic acid were either difficult or
very Èime consuming Èo preParer9t3T ^n attemPt 
was made to
preparer trans-crß-díiodocínnamic acid. It, was found9 that the
acid had a Lendency to revert to PPA. Vühen it was refluxed
with PPA and acetic anhydríde in chloroform with the sol-uËion
protecËed from ambÍent light by aluminíum foi1, an anhydríde
material was obtained. The mass sPect,rum and Ínfrared spectrum
of this producË indicated that both (47) and (43) Inlere Present.
It was noË possÍble to fully characteríse (47) as iË tended Ëo
liberate Íodíne when crystallísation T¡las atÈempËed. Though
these resulÈs are some\^7hat inconclusive, they do tend to suPport
the suggesËÍon that (42) aríses from Ëhe cyclisation of the trans-
anhydri-de (46).
CHAPTER 3
SYNTHESIS AND REACTIONS OF
PYRIDYLPROPIOLIC ACIDS AND ESTERS
38
The catalytic effect of sma1l amounÈs of pyridine on the
reactíon of arylpropíolic aclds w1Èh sulfur halides, particul-arly
thionyl chlorfde, has been descríbed in Chaptex 2 and by others.ll'12'1t+'l
It was Ëhus of interest to examine the reaction of thionyl chloride
wlth pyrídylpropiollc acids, to see whether this catalytfc effect
could be incorporated lnto the substrate. A search of the
literature revealed that the pyridylpropiolíc acids and esters had
not been reported and accordingly an investigation lnto possible
routes for Èhe synthesis of these acids and related systems l^las
undertaken.
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3.I SYNTHESIS OF PYRIDYLPROPIOLIC ACIDS AND ESTERS
The classical method for the synthesis of arylpropÍoJ-ic
acids involves a bromínation - dehydrobromínation sequence with a
substiËuted cfnnaníc acíd or ester. Although thls reactíon is
of some value, the nature of the base used for Èhe dehydrobromination
step is of some importance. It has been found34 that treaËment of
substituÈed cinnamyl esters with potassium hydroxíde 1n alcoholl-c
sol-vents gives variable yíelds of the acetylenic acid and that often
considerable amount of the 2-bromocinnarníc acíd are also formed
(scheme 9). In Èhe benzene series this problem can be overco*.34 by








the use of stronger bases in aprotic media or the use of sodamlde
in líquíd amnonía. However, although bromínation of
pyridylacrylic acfds occurs quite readlly 1t has been shown3S that
40
t,reatment of these dibromoacíds wlth a varíety of bases leads almost
entírely vÍa debromination Èo starting material- rather than via
dehydrobromínaÈíon to yield a triple bond. More recently the
dehydrobromÍnatlon of dibromopyridyl-ethylenes, to yiel-d
pyridylacetylenes, has been achieved39 but the reaction was found to
be very sensitive Èo reaction conditions and only slíght changes
dramatical-ly lowered the yield of acetylenic material. It was
considered, ín the l-ight of these results, thaÈ it would noÈ be
profitable to attempÈ Ëo synÈhesÍse pyrldylpropiolic acids or esters
by thís route, particulatLy sínce other rouÈes seemed more
attractive.
several modífícations of the !üíttig reacÈion have recently
been descrlbed which lead to acetylenic acids or esLers in acceptable
yiel-ds.4014l'42 Of Èhese the route shown ín scheme 10 was consídered
to be the most suitabl-e for synthesis of pyridylpropiolic esters
and hence Èhe corresponding acids. Thís route4o required the
RCOCI tØ¡P:CH-COzP 
-) 
R - corR' (¿s )
( 4s) Øs













preparation of the varÍous pyridyl acid chlorídes and then
reaction with Ëhe methyl-fdenephosphorane (48) to produce the
acylphosphoranes (49) .
In agreement wíth the literaÈurer43 iÈ was observed that
fn several cases Èhe attempted distillation of the producË from
Ëhe reaction of the pyrldyl-carboxyl-íc acíd and thionyl chloride
leads Ëo a coloured volatíle materíal and low yields of Èhe
requíred acid chl-oríde. It was found Ëhat by using a threefold
excess of the phosphorane (48) on the crude reaction mixture
obtained after rernoval of the excess thionyl- chloríde, a
satísfactory yield of the acylphosphorane (49) could be achieved
wíthout the need to dfstíl the acid chloride. In the cases where
the acl-d chl-oride could be satisfactoríly obtained by distil-lation
it reacted in the usual manner34 with two moles of the
methylÍdenephosphorane (48) to form the acyl- derÍvative (49).
In general the acyl systems (45¡ can be converËed to the
acetylenic ester (50) by pyrol-ysís4o at ca. 25Oo ot to the acetylenic
acíd (51-) by reacÈíon41 with phosphorus penÈachlorfde in phosphorus
oxychloríde as solvent, followed by a basic hydrolysis. It was felt
that the latter method may prove difficult because of dífficulties
associaÈed with the reactivity of the pyridíne systen towards Ëhe
acidíc reâgents. In practice this proved to be the case as the
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acylphosphorane derived from nícotinyl chloride gave a poor yield
of acetylenic materíal- by thís rouÈe. No other product could be
obtained from the reaction mlxÈure in this case.
IIowever, the pyrolysis of the acyl-phosphoranes obtained from
all three isomers of pyrídyl acid chloride proceeded satísfactorily
aÈ the temperatures ín the range 2O0-25O" and good yields of the




colourless liquids that rapídly darkened on standing' even ín sealed
contaíners. The decompositíon of ethyl 2-pyrtdyLpropiolate (54)
rlras so rapid that the material had noticeably darkened in colour
by the t,ime it reached the receivíng flask in the dístillatíon
apparaËus. The order of stabllity of the esters l^las in the order
(5ù > (53) > (54). Although an acceptable analysis hTas obtalned
for the most stable isomer (52), ít was consídered thàt ínstabílity
problems would prevent satisfactory anal-yticaL figures beíng
obtained for the other isomers. In all cases the esters had n.m.r.
and mass spectral data in full agreemenÈ with theír structures.
The esters could be hydrolysed to the corresponding acíds
43
although care had to be taken 1n acidifylng the basic hydrolysis
medíum t,o ensure that Ëhe acíd and not the acid hydrochl-oríde
was obtained. Careful- neutralisaËion of the sol-utíon to pHrT
resulted fn the precipítatíon of Èhe potassíum salt of the acíd
on several occasions. It \^tas also necessary to mainËain the pII of
the hydrolysis sol-uËion at about, 10, for ít was found that at
higher pHfs rapid darkeníng in colour of the sol-ution occurred
with the formation of tarry intraetable material.
Recently a nelü method for the synËhesis of acetylenic acÍd
has been described by Corey and Fuchs44 (scheme 11). They found
that aldehydes on treatment wlth four equívalenEs of triphenylphosphine
and two equivalents of carbontetrabromide gave hígh yields of









1rl--díbromoethylenes (55), which on treaÈment htíth two equivalents
44
of n-butyllithíum underwent dehydrobromínatíon and halogen-metal
exchange to form the acetyllde. Carboxylatíon of this intermedfate
resulted in high yiel-ds of the corresPonding acetylenic acid. As an
alternative, but very similar procedure, zlnc metal could be used
as the base insÈead of triphenylphosphine (scheme 12).
ø;í\,c86?Br 
-) 





AtËempts to form the intemedíate (55) from pyrídine-3-
aldehyde using t}.e ztnc/trtphenylphosphine route gave only a l-ow
yield (L6i¿) of the desired product after a 1-ong reaction tíme
(two days). At least Ín part thís low yield appeared to be caused
by the Èendency of the pyridine system to complex strongly with zinc
salÈs Tesulting ín a mixture that was dífficult to work up
satisfactoril-y. In contrast the alternatlve procedurer usíng only
triphenylphosphene and carbonteËrabromide, gave the desired olefin
45
ín 6OiÁ yield af ter on1-y f orty-f fve minutes. The product rnlas not
sËable and decomposed slowly on standing. It had the same Rf
on silica as the startíng aldehyde' whích necessitated separating
the tr^ro by washlng the reaction solution with sodium bisulphite
to extract Ëhe aldehyde. Treatment of the dlbrorno olefin (55)
with n-butyllithium using the literature procedure+4 followed by
acídífying of the total crude product gave a compl-ex mixture' which
could not be resolved by alumína chromatography. one fracÈion
obtained from the column contalned an acetylene band in its lnfrared
specËrum but no carbonyl band suggesting the presence of
3-pyridylacetylene. ![hether this in turn suggesÈs the failure
of carboxylatíon step or the presence of a decarboxylation Process
can not be ascertained. In view of the complex mixture obtained by
this process, the reaction sequence !üas not further investigated.
Another recently deveLoped meÈhod for the preparation of
arylaeetylenic esters involves45 the oxfdation of 5-arylpyrazoL'3-ones
(56) with thallfum nitrate (scheme 13). The pyrazol-3-ones (56)
are in turn prepared from the corresponding ß-keto-ester using
hyð.razíne hydrate. Reaction of eÈhyl nfcotinoylacetate4G wíth
hydrazine hydrate, accordíng to the literaËure methodr45 gave a
pale ye1-Low solid. Attempts to recrystallise this materíal from
















Thls latter product had a molecular íon consístent wíth that
expected for the pyrazolone but did not give the correct analytical
fígures. Its infrared sPecËrum indicated that it hlas a mixture of
the desired materíal (the original product showed no carbonyl
absorption, consisËent rÀrith that expected for a 5-arylpyrazol-3-otte47)
and a carbonyl containÍng producÈ (medfurn íntensity band at l-700 cn-l).
Both products hrere too insoluble for a n.m.r. spectrum to be obtained
in the normal solvents. tlhen the non-ethanol'Lreated material was
reacted wíth Èhalllun nitrate by the literature procedure45 a product








infrared spectrum. However v.p.c. showed that this mat,erial was
a mixture of at, least three compounds. The n.m.r. spectrun of
the dfstíLlate indicated the presence of the expected acetylenic
ester wíthín the mixture. The components of this mixËure could
not be separated on an al-umina t.l.c. pJ-ate.
The prelimínary survey descrlbed above, clearly indicates
that Ëhe pyrolysis of the corresponding acylidenephosphorane 1s the
most satísfactory route to the pyridylprópiolic aclds and esters.
However, lt must be stressed thatlt is possibl-e further work on some
of the aLternatlve methods may enabl-e satisfactory yields to be
obtaíned by these routes as wel-l-.
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3.2 REACTIONS OF PYRIDYLPROPIOLIC ACIDS AND ITS
ETHYL ESTERS l^lITI-I THIONYL CHLORIDE
Idhen 3-pyrídylpropiol-ic acíd was refl-uxed with thionyl
chlotlde for twenty hours and the residue treated with ethanol-,
a dark coloured product was obtained. Analysis of thís
materíal by v.p.c. showed that the volatíl-e material consisted
of four components, one of whích amount,ed to 601( of the total
volatíle maËerlal. These components could not be suffíciently
wel-l resolved to enable them t,o be obtained ín a pure form by
preparat,ive v.p.c. However, mass spectral data of the fractions
collected ín this manner showed the presence of a product arisíng
from the addltfon of two chloríne atoms to the sÈarting materíal-. By
anal-ogy rtríth products obtaíned in the benzene series, this material
could be assígned the ethyl- 2r3-dlchloro-3-(3-pyridyl)propenoate
sÈructure (57), and the existence of cís and trans forms would
then account for two of the observed peaks. N.m.r. signals
at ô 6.60 and 6.43 fn some fractlons obtaíned by preparative
t.l.c. are cornpatible with Èhe presence of both isomers of (58).
These sígnals were also observed in some fractfons obt,ained from
a similar reaction on ethyl 3-pyrtdylpropiolate (52). However,
no pure material could be obtained from either reaction, a result
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CCI : CCI-CO2C2H5 Cl:CH-COzCzHso
(sz) (sa)
which úras not unexpect,ed since the analogous compounds
ln the benzene seríes al-so fail-ed to separate by adsorption
chromatography.
llhen the reactíon vras repeated on the acid with
a much longer reacÈíon Èime (six days), a small amount
Ga. aÐ of crystalllne mat,erlal was isolated by preparative
t.l.c. Thls material had a molecular weight of 24I,
consist,ent \^riËh that expected for structure (SO¡. From a
consideration of the coupling patterns of the aromatic
signals of the starting materíal and thís producË; Ít
was clear that the product lacked the C-2 hydrogen of the startíng
material. There was no indicatl-on of the presence of the other
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possibl-e cyclísed systen (60) in any of the fractíons obtaíned





1n a pure form from the preparative plate. Analysís of the
total reactÍon product by v.p.c. agaín indicaËed the presence
of the same four volatlle compounds, only this time the maJor
producË r¡ras present to a much greater extent (ca. 90%) wíth
only small amounts of the other products. By analogy wíth
the benzene seríes ít ís suggesËed that Ëhls major compound
is one of the isomers of the chl-oríne additlon product, (57).
The formation of the Ëhieno[2'3-b]pyrídine (59) ís of
lnt,erest from the mechanist,ic point of víew. It would be expected
that the pyridine system would be coordinated under the reaction
conditions, to either thíonyl chloride or t,o any 1-íberated
hydrogen chloride, and woul-d thus be present as a pyridinium
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species. Electrophilic ring substitution on a pyridinium specÍes
normally occurs only under very vigorous condítionsr43 and this
in Ëurn suggests the possibiliÈy that Ëhe cyclísation Process
ínvolved ín the formation of (59) ís noÈ electrophilic ín naËure.
However, the long reaction Ëime and 1ow yíeld of this product
would a1low for an elecËrophilic attack occurríng or the very
sma1l amourit of non-coordinated pyridine Present at equilibrium.
The slightly greater electron densj-ty at C-2 rather than C-4
of the pyridíne ring could account for the observed preference
for cyclísation to occur ínto the 2-positíon. Hence the ob-
servaËion of cyclisation in this reactíon htith the formation of
(59) does not necessaríly shed light on the mechanism of the
cyclisaËion process.
Hydrolysis of ethyl 4-pyridylpropÍolate (53) gave 4'
pyridylpropiolíc acj-d as a very ínsolubIe solid. This material
r¡ras too insoluble in all the common solvents to obtaín a n.m.r.
specËrum, and iËs specÈrum l^las eventually obtained in D2O
containing anhydrous sodium carbonate. It had the correct mole-
cular ion Ín its mass spectrum. The j-nfrared spectrum hlas notable
for Ëhe very weak acetylene bond. This Ín turn made it very
difficult Ëo ascerLain whether any startÍng material lilas Present
in Èhe toËa1 reacËion producË, I,ühen the acíd was refh¡xed wiÈh
thionyl chloride for ten hours and the crude reacËion product
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treaËed with rnethanol, no crystalline material would be obtained
after preparat.íve È.1.c. on eiËher silica or alumína. Analysis
of each fracËion by n.m.r. showed that ín each case the ratio of
the o-hydrogens to ß-hydrogens of the pyrÍdine ring was 1:1 in-
dÍcating that no cyclísed products r¡rere present to any significant
exÈent. Essentially the same result was obtaíned when the corres-
pondÍng ester (53) was refluxed with thionyl chloride for sÍx days.
As expecËed a considerable amount of product appeared to aríse
from Ëhe decomposít.ion of Ëhe starting ester.
Ìühen freshly distilled ethyl 2-pyridylpropíolate (54) was
refluxed for síx days with thionyl chloride, the n.m.r. spectrum
of the product obtained after separation of tarry material by
means of a shoiË alumína column, did noË contaÍn the C-6 hydrogen
sj-gnal at ô 8.6 present j.n the sËarÈing material. IntegraËi-on of
the aromaËic and ester proton signals suggested the presence of
only three aromatic protons. Preparative t.1.c. of this materíal
did not yield any crysÈallíne material. The n.m.r. daËa suggests that
the C-6 hydrogen of the starting rnaterÍal has been replaced by
anoËher aÈom or group. If nucleophi-1íc at.tack has occureed at
thís posÍËion, the most líkely possibílity is the introduction of
a chlorine atom aË posiËíon 6. However, if this is the case it
is surprising that a simÍlar result T¡ras not observed in the reactíon
of the isomerj-c esÈers (52 and 53).
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trühaËever the explanation for these results, iË ís clear
from Ëhese preliminary investígations thaË the reaction is of
liËt1e value for the synthesis of a '-'thiénoþyridíne ring system.
It is possible that improvements in the separaËion of the
various products obtained ín the benzene series could enable a
similar improvement in the pyrÍdine series to be achieved. The
present results suggest, however, thatl this would only enable






Melting points were det,ermined on a Kofler hot, stage
apparatus and are uncorrected. X4 and X60 refer to Ëhe light
petroleum fracËions boillng between 40-60o and 60-70o
respectively. All organlc solvent extracts vrere dried over
anhydrous magnesium sulphate. Solvent hras evaporated at
reduced pressure using a toi"aty evaporator, unless otherwise
stated. Column chromatographic absorbants used were Ïühatman
Sorbsil-, or Spence Alumlna. Preparatíve and qualitative thín
layer chromatography ürere carried out \,rtÍth a 1:1 mlxture of
Merck Kieselgel G and Kieselgel- HF254 or hrith Merck Alumíníumoxíd
G. Analyses hrere carríed out by AusÈrallan Mfcroanalytlcal
Servíce, Melbourne.
Spectroscopic
Infrared spectra (í.r.) r¡ere recorded as NuJol Mul-ls,
unl-ess otherr¿íse speclfíed, on eíther a Perkín-El-mer 337 or an
Unícam SP.200 spectrophotomeËer. The intensitles of í.r.
absorptions are expressed as follor¿s: s, strongi mr medíum;
w, weak; b, broad.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) spectra were measured
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on a Varian T60 spectrometer operating at 60MHz, chemical shífts
are expressed 1n ô values (p:p.m.) downfield from teËramethylsílane
as an lnternal sËandard. Multiplicity is expressed as follows:
s, singlet; d, doublet; Ë, tripleti gr quarteË and m, multlpleÈ.
Mass spectral data were obtained from a Hitachi Perkln-
Elmer RMU-7D double focusing mass spectrometer operating aË 70 eV.
Accurate mass spectra (tt.R.-M.S.) were obtained from the Research
School of ChemísÈry, A.N.U.
Vapour Phase Chromatography (v.p.c.)
Analytical and preparatlve gas chromatography was performed
on a Pye-Unicam 104 ínstrument, whlch incorporated a flame
ionisatíon deËector. Three 5r x 1/8t' st,aínl-ess steel- columns
r¿ere used (A) 5% FFAP on varaport 30, 100-120 mesh. (B) Lji¿
QFL on varaport 30, 100-l-20 mesh. (C) 15% FFAP on varaporÈ
30; 100-120 mesh. Nitrogen r^ras used as the carríer gas with a
fLow rate of approximately 30 mUmín.
Corrbíned v.p.c.-mass spectrometry (VPC/MS) were recorded
on a Perkín-Elmer Fll gas chromatograph linked to an A.E.I. MS30 nass
spectrometer operaËlng at 2O eY. A 10t x l/8" metal column packed
ú/ith tOZ QFl on varaport 30, 100-120 uresh r¡as used, wlth argon as
the carrier gas wíth a flow rate of approxínately 30 nl/min.
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A sumnary of the retention time (Rt) is given in the
f o1-lowíng table.
Table 5
WC/MS and v.p.c. data for the product studíes
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a these peaks showed the expected4g relatíve intensities.
b 
column B, T=150o
c- st,ructure assígnments are based on the molecul_ar
ions and their lsotopic cluster and to some extenÈ
on the fragmentation patterns.
d- it is not possible, with the avaílable data, to




Thfonyl chloride was purlfied by the method of Fríedman
and I{etter50; sulfur monochloride, sulfur dfchlorlde and
sulfuryl chl-oride were freshl-y distíl-led before use. Pyridinet
toluene, benzene, chloroform, ethanol and methanol were purlfied
by J-iterature procedures.5l TeËrahydrofuran was distilled from
lithiun alu¡nlnium hydríde.
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4.2. l^lORK DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 2
Phenyl-propiolic acid
Thfs acid (65"/") ¡ m.p. 133-134o (1it. sr 135-136") , was
prepared by the nethod of Vogel.51
Methyl phenylpropiolate
Usíng the method of Hearnr52 meËhyl- phenyl-propiolate
(soz) was obËaÍned as a colourLess lfquíd, b.p. 90-95o/t.s ¡run
(lit.s3 tgz-t33'116 mm) .
Methyl-3-chl-oro-benzo [b ] thiophene-2-carboxylate ( 25) .
Ttris compound was prepared by adding thíonyl chloríde
(2 ml) to a soluËíon of cínnamíc acid (1.01-9 g) and pyridlne
(4 ml) at 0"C. Reflux of the mixture (oíl- bath ca. 95o) f'or 6
days fo1-lowed by treatment ín meËhanol and the solvent
evaporated, gave a dark Earxy material. Chromatography of this
materíal on a sorbsÍl col-umn and el-utíon wíËh chloroforn/Xt+ (Z¡t)
gave a fraction, which was crysÈallised from chloroform/X$Q as
the methyl-3-chloro-benzo [b ] thiophene-2-carboxylate ( 25)
@10 mg, L4%), r.p. 80-81o (11t.14 81-82'). (Found! c, 52.8;
H, 3.3; Cl, 16.0; Mi at m/e 228 anð' 226. C19H7C1O2S requires
C, 53.0; H, 3.l-; Cl, L5.67"i M, 226.5) .
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Reaction of ohenvlpropíolic acid (PPA) and its methvl esÈer
(MPP) with sulfur halides.
An example of the reactíon procedure for each sulfur hal-ide
is described below. Usually several experiments of an identical
or very similar nature were conducted dependtng on the type of
ínformation required. However, the experimental detaÍls or
work up procedure were normally very similar Èo those described
below, which can therefore be regarded as the general procedures.
Reaction of MPP wíth t-hionv loride in presence of PYridine.lch
Pyridíne (1 n1, 14 rmnole) was added dropwise to a
vigorously stlrred solution of MPP (520 mg, 3.25 mnole) in
thíonyl chloríde (4 ml, 50.0 mmol-e) at ooC. The míxËure was
refluxed (oí1- bath Sg. 95') and the reaction míxture examíned by
t.l-.c. After tl^to days no further change in the reaction
products was notlced and the mixture vtas poured lnto meËhanol.
The solvent was evaporated and the dark brown residue dissolved
in chloroform. Tarry material ülas removed by ftltratlon Èhrough
celite, the f1lËrate \¡ras washed with dil. Hcl (2 x 20 nl-) dried
and the solvent, evaporated to glve a brown oil. The o1ly product
was chromatographed on preparative sílica plates, developed wíth
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chloroforrn/x¿ (f :f) and the band (Rf 0.4-0.6) that fl-uoresced
dark bLue under an ultravíol-et lamp exËracted with chloroform
to yield the benzo[b]thiophene (25), which crystallised from
chlorofom/xOO (t9O mg, 26%) n.p. 78-80"; thts materíal was
identical in all respecÊs wlth an authentic sampl-e prepared from
cinnamic acid. Results of similar experíments in r¿hich the nole
ratÍo of pyridine and thionyl chloride were varied are shown Ín
Table 1.
InvesÈieation of the reaction of MPP r¿ith thionyl chloríde
and ovrídíne bv WC/MS and v.D.c.
(a) WC/MS was performed on a reaction mixture thaË was
obt,ained from MPP after ref l-ux f.or 6 hr with thionyl chl-oride
and pyridíne (4 m1:1 ml-) and worked up in the usual manner.
The resul-ts are shown ín Table 2.
(b) V.p.c. analysís of the reaction mixture obtained after
MPP had been refluxed with thionyl chloríde and pyridine for
24 ht and ínJected, withouË work up' onto Column B (150") showed
four peaks corresponding to MPP, (25) ' cís 
(27) and an unknown
(ca. 3O7" overall volatile material). After work up in the
usual manner, two new peaks wÍth the same retention times as
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(26) were obtained and the unknown peak was decreased to
ca. 2i¿x. A símil-ar result was obtained afËer 36 hr. V.p.c.
analysís of the mixture obtaÍned after reflux for 2 days and
work up in Ëhe usual manner areshown ín Table 2.
Reactíon of MPP wíth HCl ln methanol.
MPP (50 mg) was refluxed with IIC1 in meÈhanol and the
reaction progress was followed by v.p.c. analysÍs (8, 150").
Refl-ux times of 15 mín to t hr showed only the starting materíal
peak. After 24 hr the reaction mLxture showed the presence of
a trace amount of (26) (Rt 3t05").
Reaction of PPA with thionvl chloríde and pyridine
Pyridíne (1 n1, 14 mmole) was added porËionwlse to a
wel-1 stirred solutlon of PPA (578 mB, 3.95 mmol-e) ín thíonyl
chloride (4 ml, 50.0 mrole) aË OoC, and the mixLure hras refl-uxed
* This peak had the same retentíon tlme as trats (27) and ít was
not possible to determine whether ít was in fact due to trans
(27) or represented a small- amount d the unknown compound.
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(oi1 bath ca. 95o). The progress of the reaction was foll_owed
by t.l.c. After 6 hr the solution lrras poured fnto methanol and
worked up in the same manner as descríbed for MPP w1Ëh thionyl
chloride and pyridíne. Crystallísat,ion of the mixture gave
(25) (332 me, 37%) m.p. 77-78".
Investigation of the reaction of PPA wiËh thionyl chloríde and
pvrídlne by v.p.c.
V.p.c. analysis (8, 150") of the reaction míxture
obtained from PPA, thionyl chloríde and pyrídfne (4:1 volume
ratio) after reflux for 6 hr and work up in the usual manner
4re shown in Table 2.
Reactfon of MPP wiÈh sulfur dichloride
(a) MPP (243 nÐ was díssolved ín methylene díchlorlde (5 ml)
and excess sulfur dichl-oride (2 m1-) was added. The mixture was
left at room temperature,for t hr; t.l-.c. suggesÈed that, most
of the sËarting material had reacted. After another addítíon furÈher
stirríng fox 2 hr at-room temperature, an excess of ethanol was
added and a yellow gum removed by filÈration, the fil_trate was left
overnlght aÈ room temperature then refiltered to remove further
gum and the solvent evaporat,ed. The residue r¡ras dlssolved ín
methylene chloride, washed with sodl-um carbonate soluËion, dríed
and the solvenÈ evaporated to gíve an oil. V.p.c. (8, 150")
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analysis of the mat,erial aresunmarised in Table 3. All the
compounds indicaÈed had satisfactory molecular íons with the
expecËed isotopíc rdíowhen examíned by VPC/MS.
(b) MPP (280 mg, l-.75 runole) was st,irred at room Ëemperature
with excess sulfur dichloride (1.5 ml) in ether (7 ml) for 3 hr.
The solvenË üras removed under reduced pressure to give a yellow
oil, which was dlssolved in methylene chl-oríde, washed with
sodium bl-carbonate solution, dried and the solvent evaporated.
V.p.c. data (8, 150') for the resulting oí1 lvmax (fi]-m) 2290 (b>,
2250 (m) , l-71-0 (s) , 1640 (m) , 1580 (m) , 1540 cn-r (m) I l-s shown
ín Table 3.
Reaction of PPA rnrith sulfur monochloride and pyridine
(a) PPA (447 mg, 3.06 rmnole) was refluxed with excess sulfur
monochloríde (3 ml) and pyridine (0.2 ml) for 3 hr (bath
temperature 140-160') . The reactíon mixture l¡las poured ínto
methanol stirred for l-0 min, and the solvent l^tas evaporated. The
resídue \^ras extracted with hot eÈhanol- and the exÈract I^7as
fil-tered (celite) to give an oil on removal- of the solvent' thís
residue was dissolved in methylene chloríde, washed wíth dil. HCl
sol-ution, dríed and Ëhe solvent evaporated to gtve an oil (487 mg) '
whích was shown by v.p.c. analysis (8, 150") to contain 3 peaks
(IabLe 4). (39) Rt 3115", (40) Rt 1r20r' and (25).
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The resulting mixture hTas chromatographed on preParatíve
silica plates. Elutíon with chloroform/Xa (t:f) gave tü7o bands,
that fluoresced blue under an ul-traviolet lamp (Rf 0.8 and 0.4
respectívely). The materlal wíth higher Rf value crystal-lised from
X4 Ëo yíeld a solid (230 mg)¡ ñ.P, 43'45". The i.r. spectrum of
this materíal showed no carbonyl band and the n.m.r. spectrum showed
only aromatic sígna1-s. V.p.c. analysis showed two peaks (Rt 1'20",
3f15" tn a 1:6 ratío). The mass spectrum had peaks af 2421 240,
238 and 236 tl:'at \¡rere consistent with trichloro product and a
further set of peak at 2O61 2041 204 consisÈent with a dichloro
product. This materíal was further purified by preparative t.1.c.
(X4). CrysÈallisation of the materíal from the major band gave
2,3-díchlorobenzo[b]thiophene (39) as needles, m.P. 52-54o (tft.26
55.5-56.5o),whích had Rt 3'15" on column B (150").
The l-ower band from the orígínal preparative plate gave (25)
(160 mer 23i¿); whlch was identífied by its i.r. and n.m.r. spectrum.
(b) PPA (87 mg) was refluxed (bath temperature 95-100') wíth
excess sulfur monochloride (2 ml) and pyrídine (0.2 rnl) ín benzene
(4 ml) for 3 hr. !üorked up as descríbed above gave an oí1 ¡¿hich
was analysed by v.p.c. (8, l-50'). The results are shown ín Table 4.
Reaction of PPA wiÈh sulfur monochlorfde
A míxture of PPA (107 mg) and excess sulfur monochloride
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\ras ref luxed (bath temperature 140-160') for 3 hr. Af ter a
símilar work up an oil was obtaír"d, urr* (film) 3000 (b) , L720
1690 cm-r (s) . Thls material was analysed by v.p.c. (8, 150").
results are suntrnarísed in Tabl-e 4.
(s),
The
Reaction of MPP with sulfur monochloride and pvridíne
MPP (594 mg, 3.7 mmole) was refluxed (bath t,emperature 140-160o)
with sulfur monochloríde (3 ml) and pyridine (0.1- nl) for 3 hr. The
react,ion mfxture \ras poured ínto ethanol, the insoluble material
flltered (celite) and Ëhe residue was washed with hot ethanol.
Evaporation of the solvent gave a residue whích was dissol-ved ín
chloroform, washed \^ttth dil. HCl solution, dried and the solvent
evaporaÈed to give an o11 (7f5 rng). V.p.c. analysis (8, 1-50o) data
areshown in Table 4. An unidentlfÍed compound (Rt 25t35") was also
observed.
Chromatography of thís oí1 on preparaËive silica plates
and elution with CHC13/X4 (L:1) gave tr,ro bands. The band (160 mg)
r^rith Rf 0.8, was shown by v.p.c. anal-ysís (8, 150") and spectral
data to be a mixture of (fO¡ and (40). CrystallLsatíon of the
maËeríal obtained from the band with Rf 0.4 gave (25) (150 rng,
L7%) m.p. 78-80'.
Methvl--3-chl-oro-benzo [b I thioohene-2-carboxvlate ( 25) with sulfur
rnonochloride and pvrídine.
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The ester (25) (10 mg) ín sulfur monochloride (2 ml) and
pyrídine (0.1 rnl) was heated under reflux (bath temperature ca.
150') for 3 hr and worked up ín the same manner as described above.
V.p.c. analysis (8, 150') and Ë.1.c. data showed the presence
of starting material only.
Reactíon of PPA with sulfurvl chloride
(a) PPA (1.078 g) was refluxed with excess sulfuryl chloríde
for 3 hr and the solvent \^ras removed. Addítion of methanol
resulted ín the precíp itaÈion of l-pheny 1- 4-ch loronaphthalene- 2, 3-
dlearboxylate (42) (30 mg , 37"). Recrystal-l-isation from chlorof orm
gave (42) as pale yellow needlesr m.p. 298-299". v*"* (nuJol)
1820 (s) , L76O (s), 1610 (m), 1590 crn-l (m); mass spect,rum m/e
310 (l¿+), 308 (M+, base peak); n.m.r. (DMSo) ô 7.5-8.0 (m,
aromatlc rfng protons). (Found! C, 70.2i H' 3.0; Clr 11.8;
Ct8lLC103 requires C, 70.0; H, 2.9; Cl, n.57").
Evaporation of the fíltrate gave an oil- whose 1.r. spectrum
showed a strong acetylene bond at 2250 cm'l and carbonyl absorptlon
at 1700 crn-I. V.p.c. analysls (8, 150") indf cated the presence
of several compounds, which could not be isolated ín pure form.
(b) PPA (1-.0407 g) was refluxed with sulfuryl chlorlde for
20 hr and the solvent ülas evaporated. Addítíon of methanol
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precipitaÈed anhydúde (42) (t67 ng, L5i¿). Evaporatíon of the
fil-trate gave an oí1, which was crystallised from chloroform/X$O
to yield clg-orß-dichlorocinnamic acidr m.P. ],L6-L2O. (lit.sz
L2O-LLL") (695 me, 4O7"). urr* (nujol ) 3200-2500 (b), 1680 (s) '
1570 cur-I (rn) ; n.m.r. (cDcr3) ô 7.05 (s, 5H, Ar-S) , 10.2 (s,
o
fu, -lð-on); mass spectrum M* aE m/e 22O, 2L8, 2L6; identical-
wfth materíal- prepared by lÍterature procedur".37
lhe mother líquor from the crystallisation r47as evaPorated
to gíve an oil, t.l.c. of this material showed that it consisted
of a míxture of at least four compounds. u*r* (film) 3200-2500 (b),
1700 (s), 1580 cm-l (s).
(c) PPA was refluxed with excess sulfuryl chloride for 20 hr'
Ëhe solvent r,rtas evaporated¡ methanol was added and (42) was
removed by fíltratíon. The filtrate \^las concentrated under
reduced pressure to give an oil, which r,Ias esterifled using
diazomethane. Evaporatíon of the solvent gave an oil- whieh was
shown by v.p.c. analysis (8, l-50") to contain (27), (26) and (34).
(See page 33).
Reaction of MPP with sul-furvl chloride
MPP (254 mg) was refl-uxed wíth sulfuryl chloride for 3 hr.
The remaining sul-furyl chloride was removed under reduced pressure
and meËhanol added. The excess solvent $tas evaPorated and the
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resldue \üas díssolved in chloroform, washed with sodium bicarbonate
solution, dried and the solvent removed. T.1.c. (CHCI-3/X4, 1:1)
of the residue showed only one spoË apart, from at the origín
lu,nr* (filn) 2ggo (b), 1745 (s), L72o (s), 1580 cm-l (*)l proved
intractable. V.p.c. analysfs (8, 150") showed 6 peaks, identified
by comparison of retention times' as a mixture of. (27) ' 
(34)' (35)
and (26). (See page 32).
A¿tempted cvclisation of cis.-o,ß-dichlorocinnamic acíd and PPA
(a) A míxture of cis-orß-dlchlorocínnamíc acid (344 ng' 1.58
mrnole) and PPA (232 mg, 1.58 nmrole) in benzene (5 m1-), 10 pl acetíc
acíd and acetíc anhydrfde (723 ng, 7.1 nrnrole) was refluxed (bath
temperature ca. 100") f.ot 24 },r. Míxture of methylene chl-oride
and X4 (1:2) was added. l-Phenylnaphthalene'2'3-dícirrboxylate
(43) was crystallised as colourl-ess plaËes (170 mg) r m.P. 254-
256") (lit.34 255-256"). Crystal-lisatíon of the mother 1íquor
material gave the starting material gis-orß-dlchloroeínnamíc acíd,
which was identífied by its i.r. spectrum.
The startíng materials were quantitatively recovered, when
the reaction was repeated using chloroform ínsÈead of benzene
and at eíther room temperature or heated under refl-ux.
(b) Cís-o,ß-Dichlorocínnamic acíd (387 mg, L.78 rmrole) was
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díssolved in chl-orof orm and ref luxed under U.V. light f.or L2 l:,x.
PPA (260 mg, 1.78 mmole) and acetic anhydride (1.1300 8, 11.07 mmole)
were added to this sol-ution and the mixture was refluxed (bath
temperature g. 80') for a further 24 t,r. Evaporation of the
sol-vent under low pressure (ca. 2 mn Hg) gave an oil, urr* (film)
3000 (b), 22OO (s), 1700 (s), 1600 cm-l (n).
o. ß-Diiodocfnnamíc acid .
m.p
This compound (641¿) \,,tas prepared54 as colourless needles,
r7o-L72" (l-ir.54 L72") .
fsaÈíon of Èhe mixture of o.ß-diiodocínnamic acid and PPA.
(a) Acetic anhydríde (2 rnl) was added to a solution of PPA
(65 rng, O.445 mrnole) and qrß-diíodocínnamic acíd in chloroform
(2 ml) and the mixture stírred for 2 days at 60". The colourless
sol-utíon gradually turned pink. Addltion of chlorotont/x4 (1:1)
to the solutfon precípitated a maËerial (5 mg) ¡ m.P . 2O5'2I0" 3
vo.r* (nuJol ) 1810 (m), 1760 (s), 1610 cm-l (w); mass spectrum
m/e 400 (L6i¿ clsfl9o3r) i m/e 274 (84i¿ C1sHleo3); which appeared
to be a mixture of 1-phenyl-4-todo-naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxyl-ate
(47) and 1-phenyl-naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxylate (43) .
The fíltraÈe ÌÍas evaporated and the residue hlas dissolved
ín methylene chloríde and washed wíth sodium carbonate solution
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(2 x 10 ml). The basic solution was acídified wíth dil-. HCl'
saturat,ed hrith salt and extracted with methylene chloride (2 x 10
m1), dried. Removal of the solvent from the extract and
crystal-lisat,ion of the residue fron methylene chlorlde/X4 gave
orÊ-diiodocínnamic acid (48 mg). The mother liquor from the
crystallisatlon showed an aceËylene band in its i.r. spectrum
lurr* (nujol ) 2250 (m), LTLO (s), f670 (s), 1610 (s), l-590 cmll
(rn) ] and appeared to be a urixture of the startlng material-s.
(b) The above reaction Ìüas repeated in the dark. After 2
days a mixture of the two cycl-ized anhydrides (47 , 43) r¡as isolated
by the procedure described above from the pale yellow reaction
mixÈure. 1--Phenyl-4-todo-naphthal-ene-2,3-dicarboxylate (41¡
vras too unstable to be purified; aËtempt to crystallise it
from chloroform continually resulted in the develoPment of an
iodine colour in the solutíon.
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4.3. l^lORK DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 3
Nicotinyl chloride (737"), b.p. 98-I00o l2O nm (1iÈ.ss 85o/
12 mm) pÍcolinyl chlorÍde (52î¿), b.p. 80-100o /2 mm (1íË.56 *.p.
45-47") and ethoxycarbonylmethylidentriphenylphosphorane (48) (707"),
m.p. L26-L27" (lit.57 L25-t27.5') r¡rere pïepared by líÈerature
procedures.
o-E Ëhoxy carb onylacy lidenetriphenylphosphoranes
These compounds r^7ere prepared by modífying Ëhe procedure
of Hearn52 and Markl.41
(a) A soluËion of methylidene phosphorane (48) (0.02 mole) in
benzene (400 ml) was added to the freshly distilled nÍcotinyl
chlorÍde (0.01 mole). After the addiÈÍon was compleËed, the mixture
was allowed Ëo reflux overnight, the precípíËated eÈhoxycarbonyl-
rnethylidenetriphenylphosphonÍum chlori.de was filtered and washed
well with benzene and the fÍltrate and benzene washings ürere com-
bined. The residue after removal of the solvent was díssolved in
chloroform, washed with waËer, dried, concentraËed and chromato-
graphed over a silica gel column (eluent methylene chloríde/X4
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4:1); crystallisation of this materíal from chloroforrn/X6O
8a,r" o-. th%ä" arb onv 1- 3-pv r i da cv 1i dene- t riphenv lphos ph o rane
(847") as colourless prÍsns, m.p. L82". u*"*(tujol) 1660 (s),
1580 (m), 1550 cm-1 (m); n.m.r. (cDC13) ô 0.6 (r, 3H, ester
meËhyl protons), 3.7 (q, 2H, ester meËhylene protons), 7-8 (m,
L7H, 15 benzene hydrogens plus C-4, C-5 pyrÍdine hydrogens),
8.60 (m, lH, C-6 pyridine hydrogen), 8.98 (m, lH, C-2 pyridine
hydrogen) . (Founds C, 73.9; H' 5.6; N' 3.0. C26H24NO3P
requíres C, 74.2; H, 5.3; N' 3.Oi¿) .
q,-ethoxv carb onvl- 2-pvridacv lidene-t riphenvlphosphorane
(82i4) r m.p. 160-161o, Idas si-nilarly obtained as sËrah7-coloured
prisms from chlotåtor*/x60. vr"*(nujoI) 1665 (s), 1590 (w),
1540 crn-l (m); n.m. r. (cDc13) ô 0.58 (t, 3H, ester methyl protons) ,
3,67 (qr 2H, ester meÈhylene protons), 7.1-8.1 (m, lBH' 15 benzene
hydrogens plus C-3, C-4 and C-5 pyridine hydrogens), 8.6 (m, lH,
C-6 pyridine hydrogen). (Found: C, 74.L; H' 5.5; N' 2.9.
C2gH24NO3P requíres C, 74.2; H' 5.3; N' 3.O%.)
laÃ¿-
(b) The pyridylcarboxylic/(0.01 mole) and excess thionyl chloríde
(3 m1) in dry benzene (6 ml) was refluxed for 20 mjrn, and the
solvenË evaporated. A soluÈion of ethoxycarbonylmethylidenet.ri-
phenylphosphorane (0.03 rnole) in benzene I¡las added to Ëhe resídue
and Ëhe mixËure refluxed overnighË. Similar work-up of Ëhe
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míxture as described ín (a), yíeIded the followíng compounds.
cr-ethoxy carb ony 1- 3-pyridacy 1ídenetríphenephospho rane
(53i4) r m.p. 178-180o.
o-e Ëhoxy carb ony tr- 4-ovrÍdacy lidene triphenephospho rane
(877") r m.p. L46", as colourless prisms from chlorofonn/X6O.
v*.*(nujol) 1670 (s), 1600 (w), 1560 (rn), 1530 cm-t (s); n.m.r.
(cDC13) ô 0.58 (t, 3H, ester methyl protons), 3.67 (q, 2H, ester
meËhylene protons), 7.2-7.8 (m, L7H, 15 benzene hydrogens plus
C-3 and C-5 pyridine hydrogens), 8.60 (d, 2H, C-2 and C-6 pyrídine
hydrogens). (Found: C' 74.0; H, 5.3; N' 3.1. C2gH24NO3P
requires C,74.2; H' 5.3; N, 3.O%.>
o-e tho><y c arb orry L-2-pyridacy lidene Ëriphenephosphorane
(S0Z) ¡ m.p. 160-161".
EËhyl pyrídylpropiolates
These esÊers were obtained by pyrolysis of the cx-ethoxy-
carbonylacylidenetriphenylphosphoranes by the method of Hearn. 52
EËhvl 3-pyrídylpropiolate (80%) , b.p. 103-105"/1.1 mm,
whÍch became deep red after about 15 min- buË was suffíciently
sËable in a sealed ampoule to Permit an analysis. (Found:
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C, 68.6; H, 5.36; N' 8.3. Cr0H9NO2 requires C, 68.6; H, 5.2;
N,8.0%.) v*.*(fílrn) 2950 (m),2200(s), 1700 (s), 1580 (m),
1560 cm-l (m); n.m.r. (CDC13) ô 1.35 (t, 3H, ester meÈhyI protons),
4.33 (q, 2H, ester methylene protons), 7.33 (m, lH, C-5 pyridine
hydrogen), 7.87 (m, lH, C-4 pyridíne hydrogen), 8.7 (m' 2H, C-2
and C-6 pyridine hydrogens); mass sPectrum m/e 175 (M+) and 130
(base peak) ¡ C19H9NO2 requires mol.wË. L75.
Ethvl 2-pvridvlpropiolate (58%) , b.p. 131o /2.6 mt, whích
rapidly darkened. v*"*(film) 2950 (m) ' 2200 
(rn), 1700 (s),
1580 (ur), 1560 crn-I (m); n.m.r. (cc14) ô 1.37 (t, 3H, ester
methyl proÈons), 4.27 (q, 2H, esËeï meÈhylene protons), 7.5 (m,
3H, C-3, C-4 and C-5 pyrídíne hydrogens), 8.60 (m, lH' C-6
pyrídÍne hydrogen; mass sPectrum m/e 175 (M+) and 130 (base
peak)¡ C16H9NO2 requires mol.wt. 175.
Ethvl 4-pvridylpropiolaËe (681¿), b.p. 123/0.9 mm, whÍch
darkened wirhÍn 5 min; v*"*(film) 2950 (w), 225O (n), 1700 (s),
1600 (n) , 1540 (w) , 1500 crn-l (w) ; n.m. r. (Ccl+) ô 1.37 (t' 3H,
ester methyl protons) 4.25 (q, 2H, ester meËhylene protons),
7.43 (d,2H, C-3 and C-5 pyridine hydrogens), 8.63 (d' 2H, C-2
and C-6 pyridine hydrogens); mass sPectrum m/e 175 (M+) and 130
(base peak)¡ C1gH9NO2 requires mol.wË. J-75.
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Pyridylpropiolic acid
(a) EËhanolÍc potassÍum hydroxide was added slowly to
a solution of ethyl 3-pyridylpropiolate (3.4 g, 0.0194 mole)
in ethanol (200 m1), the rnixture r^ras then ref luxed for 30 min,
while maÍnËaíning Ëhe pH at about 10. The reaction mixture l^las
concefiËrated by evaporating the solvent carefully under reduced
pressure. Methanolic HCl added dropwise to this soluËíon until
pH 7 was reached and the potassium chloride was filtered. Addition
of benzene to the filtraËe, PreciP ítated ooËassium 3-PYridYl-
propiolate. RecrystallisaËion from meÈhano1-fbenzene gave colour-
less prism (3.2 g, 92%), m.p. 228'233" decomp. (Found! C, 5L'2,
50.9; H, 2.L, 2.2; N' 7 .5. CgH4KNO2 requires C, 51' 9; H' )'2,
N, 7.5î4.) u*"*(tujol) 2200 (w), 1650 (m), 1610 (s), 1580 (rn),
1560 cm-I (w).
(b) Potassium 3-pyrÍdylpropiolate (2.0 g) dissolved ín
meÈhanol, and methanolic HCl was added until the pH reached 2-3.
The poËassium chloride was removed by filËraËion. ConcenÈraËion
of Lhe filËrate gave 3-pyridylpropiolíc acid, which Ì^tas recrystal-
lised from methanol Èo giVe colourl-ess needles (1.5 g, 95%) ¡ m.P.
148-150'decomp. (Found! C,65.3; H' 3.5; N' 9.5' CsH5No2
requires C, 65.3; H, 3.4; N, 9.5%). v*"*(nujol) 2240 (w),
2200 (m), 1700 (s), 1590 cm-l (*).
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(c) MeÈhanolíc IIC1 was added Èo a solution of 3-pyridyl-
propi-olic acíd (520 rng) dissolved ín meÈhanol, until Ëhe pH of
the solution was less Ëhan 1. After careful addition of ether
and cooling, ÍolÍc acÍd drochloride was obÈained
as colourless needles (592 mg, 90"Á),
(Foundi C, 52.4; H, 3.4; N, 7.8.
H, 3.3; N, 7.6%.) u*r*(tujol) 2600
1600 (w), 1550 cm-] (*).
m.p. I65-L67" decomp.
CgH6N02C1 requíres C, 52.3;
(b, s) , 2200 (m) , 1680 (s),
(d) 3-PyrÍdylpropiolic acid was also prepared by a method
sÍmilar to Èhat of Mark141 in low yield.
Phosphorus pentachloride (939 mg, 0.0045 mole) was added
Ëo suspensíon of o-ethoxycarbonyl-3-pyridacylídenetrÍphenyl-
phosphorane (906 mB, 0.002 mole) in phosphorus o:rychloride (2 rnl),
and the mixÈure was stirred aÈ 80o for 30 mín. The phosphorus
o>cychloride was removed under reduced Pressurer the residual
dark oil was dissolved in r¿ater (20 m1), and the aqueous solution
r^ras neutralísed wíËh potassium carbonate and saturaÈed wíth sa1t.
Extractíon of the solution with chloroform (3 x 15 ml) and re-
moval of Ëhe solvent gave an oil. Methanolic PoËassium hydroxíde
was added to thís oil until the solution had pH n, 10. Then the
solution was refluxed for 45 min, cooled and acidified (pH'u 2)
wiËh meÈhanolic HCl. 3-Pyridylpropíolic acid (23 mg, 8%) was
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obtained as outlined in (b), its Í.r. specËrum was ídent,ical
wiËh that of the sample previously prepared.
(e) Ethyl 4-pyridylpropÍolate r^ras refluxed with ethanolj-c
poÈassium hydroxíde maínËaining pH 9-10, for 45 min, then worked
up as in (a), with Ëhe except,ion that the solution was acidifíed
to pH rv 4. 4-PvridvlpropÍolic acid was obtained as crystals, m.p.
I23-I27o decomp.; mass spectrum m/e L47 (¡t+), 130 (M+ - oH) , LLg
(u+ - co), 103 (M+ - coz base peak); vr"*(nujol) 1685 (s), 1620
(m). The n.m.r. (DzO, Na2CO3) spectrum showed t\^ro sets of {oublets
centred at ô = 7.63 (C-3 and C-5 pyridine hydrogens) and 8.70 (C-2
and C-6 pyridi-ne hydrogens) wíth ínËegraËion ratio 1:1, Jortho
6 cps. All aÈtempts to further purify this material by crystal-
lisation caused decomposÍtion and formatíon of tars.
(f) Ethyl 2-pyxidylpropíolate riras refluxed wíËh ethanolic
potassíum hydroxide as described in (a). AcidificaËion of the
soluËj-on wiËh meËhanolic HCl to pH 4 ru 5, caused the solution to
become dark green. Attempts to crystallise Ëhis material failed
and only a tarry hygroscopic material was obtained which t.1.c.
indj-cated hras a complex mixture.
3- ( ß-Pyridyl) -5-pyrazolone
This compound (m.p. 264-266")47 was obtaíned in crude form
7B
by the reaction of ethylnicotÍnoacetatesB with excess hydrazíne
hydrate by the method of Gagnon et al.47 RecrysËallisation
from ethanol gave maËerial, m.p. 175-185"; mass spectrum m/e
161 (M+, base peak), C19H7N3O requires mol.wt. 161.
AttempËed preparaËion of meËhyl 3-pyridylpropiolate
The procedure was based on that described by Talylor et
al.45
A solution of thallium (III) nítrate (0.002 rnole) in
methanol (5 rnl) was added to a susPension of the material (0.001
mole) obËaíned above, Ëhe mixture hlas sËirred for 15 mín at room
temperature, and then for an additional 20 min under reflux. The
reaction mÍxture was fílËered to remove precipiËate ÈhallÍum (f)
nitraËe and Ëhe filtrate díluÈed \Àlíth l^IaÈerr saturated with salt
and extracted with chloroform. Removal of the solvent from the
drÍed extracts and distillation aË 110-115" 12.3 nrn gave a colour-
less líquid, which was chromaËographed on an alumina preparative
plate. Elution with chloroform/X4 (I:1) yÍelded a ye1low fluore-
scenr oí1 (Rf. 0.8); vmax(film) 2295 (m), 2200 (s), 1710 (s),
1590 (m), 1560 cm-I (w). V.p.c. analysis (c, 200') showed the
presence of 3 peaks.
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Attempted preparation of 3-pyridylpropiolÍc acid
(a) 1, l-Dibromo-2- ( ß-pyridyl) ethene
(i) CarbonÈetrabromÍde (6.64 8, 0.02 mole) and
Ëriphenylphosphíne (10.4 S, 0.04 mole) were stirred in dry
methylene chloríde (50 ml) under niËrogen at OoC for 5 min, then
pyrídine-3-aldehyde (1.07 g, 0.01 mole) was added and the míxture
stÍrred for 30 min at room Ëemperature. The reaction mixture rlüas
exËracËed with dil. HCl solution (3 x 25 rnl), the aqueous extracts
rnrere neutralised with sodium bicarbonate and exEracted wiÈh chloro-
form (4 x 25 ml). The chloroform extracts were washed wíth saturated
meËabisulphite solutíon (2 x 20 ml), dried and evaporated Ëo yield
a dark gum. Chromatography on an alumina column and eluÈÍon with
chloroform/x4 (l:5) yielded 1 1-dibromo- 1 ethene as
slightly brown crystals (L.74 g, 66"/"), m.p. 57-59", which readily
darkened. v-----(nujo1) 1600 (w), 1580 (w), 1560 (m); n.m.r. (CDC1g)max -
ô 7.44 (m, lH, C-5 pyridine hydrogen), 7.55 (8, 1H, -CH=CBr2), 8.0
(*, lH, C-4 pyridine hydrogen), 8.7 (m, 2H, C-2 and C-6 pyrÍdíne
hydrogens); mass spec trum m/e 265 (M+), 263 (M+) , 26r (u+), 184
(rrt' - sr), TBz (u+ - Br), 103 (lf, - Br2 base peak).
(ii) Carbontetrabromide (31 g, 0.093 mole), trÍphenyl-
phosphíne (24.5 e, 0.093 mole) and zínc dust (6.4 g, 0.098 mole)
ín dry methylene chloríde (200 ml) were stirred for 48 hr at
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room temperaLure under niËrogen. Pyrídine-3-aldehyde (5 g, 0.0467
mole) was Èhen added and the reaction míxËure was sËirred for a
furËher 2 hr at room temperature. The mixture Ì¡7as filtered and
the filtrate concentrated and exËracÈed wíth dil. HCl solutíon.
The aqueous exËract \nlas worked uP as in (í) to yield the díbromo-
compound (I.97 e, 16%).
(b) 1,1-Dibromo-2-(ß-pyridyl)ethene (1g, 3.8 mmole)
was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (20 ml) and the solution cooled
to -78o. n-Butyllithíun in hexane (3.5 ml, 7.6 nrnole) was added
under niËrogen to the mixture, which was sËirred for t hr at -78o
and allowed to r^rat:rn to room temperature (ca. 15") for a further
t hr, while maintaining the nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction
mixËure was cooled to -70", dry carbon dioxíde was bubbled
through the solution for 30 mín and the mixture allo¡¿ed Ëo l^larm
to room temperature. Removal of the solvent, followed by additÍon
of methanolic HCl Ëo pH 3 "v 4 and concentration of the solution
faÍled to give a crystalline product. The i.r. sPectrtttn of thís
material did noË have any strong absorption ín the carbonyl region
(1650 - l-740 "*-1). T.1.c. indícaËed that 
the oil contained
several compounds.
(c) The reactÍon was repeated with Èhe exception Ëhat
carbon dÍoxide v¡as bubbled through the míxture for t hr. lüorked
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up as descrÍbed in (b), gave a dark oÍ1 whose i.r. spectrum
showed no absorption Ín Ëhe carbonyl region (1650 - Lt4O cm-I).
This material was chromatographed on an alumina column; eluËion
wíLh chloroform gave an oi1, whose n.m.r. and i.r. specËrum in-
dicated that this fracËion contained 3-pyrÍdylacetylene. Further
elution wíth chloroform/meËhano1 (19:1) afforded dark resinous
maÈerial, which could not be further purifíed.
EËhvl 3-ovridvlpropiolaËe with Èhionyl chloride
Ethyl 3-pyrídylpropi.olate (474 mg) was refluxed wíth excess
of thionyl chloride (6 m1). AfËer 12 hr, the excess thionyl
chloride r¡ras evaporated, ethanol was added and the mixture re-
fluxed for 20 min. The resi-due obtained on removal of the
ethanol was chromaËographed on preparatÍve alumina plaËes.
Elution with chloroform gave a continuous band and no pure com-
pounds could be obtained. The higher Rf material- shor¿ed a
multitude of sJ-gnals in its n.m.r. specÈrum due to the ester
groups which indicated a complex míxture. Signals at 6 6.60,
6.43 (raxLo 421) were observed as well as the expected complex
aromaËic sÍgnals. The lower Rf material had both acetylene and
carbonyl absorpÈion in íËs i.r. spectrum.
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3-Pvridvlprooíolic acid wj-Èh thionvl chloride
(a) Excess of Ëhionyl chlorÍde (3 ml) was refluxed wíth
3-pyridylpropiolic acid (538 mg) for 20 hr. Ethanol was added
Ëo Ëhe cooled soluËion and the resulting mixture was refluxed for
10 min. Evaporation of the solvent gave a dark resídue, which
was dissolved in chloroform and washed with potassíum carbonate
solutÍon. V.p.c. analysis (4, 22O") of the oil obtained on
removal of the solvenË showed four peaks; Rf 7tL5", 9'40",
10'45" arLd Lzt25" (ratio of peak area 1:7z]-z3 respectively). The
major peak was collected by preparative v.P.c. (Rt 9140", 60%
of total peak area). Spectral evidence showed one of the isomer
of ethy 1 cxß-dichloro-ß-(3-pyridyl-)acrylate (57)¡ mass sPecËrrm
mle 249,247,245 tld>; v*"*(film) 2950 (b), 1720 (s), 1620 (m),
1580 cm-I (m); n.m.r. (CDC1g) 6 1.05 (t, 3H, ester methyl protons),
4.05 (q, 2II, ester methylene protons) ' 7.2-8.8 
(m, 4H, pyridíne
hydrogens).
Chromatography of the total oily reaction product on pre-
parative plaËes, did noÈ provide any ürorthl^lhj-le seParatÍon and
all fracËions proved ÍntracÈable. Vinyl protons signals at ô 6.60,
6.43 (421 ratio respectively) were observed in the n.m.r. spectrum
of some fractions. In general the n.m;r. spectrum of these
fractions indicated that it I¡Ias a complex míxture. The oi1 ¡nras
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disÈilled under reduced pressure (80-100"/0.3 mm) to give
material , whose n.m.r. spectruÍt r,ras unchanged.
(b) A símilar reaction was worked up as described above,
afüer 6 days to give an oi1. V.p.c. analysis (Ar 220") showed
four peaks; Rt, 7t!5"r 9143", 10t30" and 12r30rr (Rt 9t43" and
10f30", 98Á of the total peaks area wiËh the ratj-o 12:1 respecË-
ívely).
Chromatography of the oÍ1 on preparative silicaplates and
elution with chloroform/X4 (4:1) gave several fractions. The
band (Rf. 0.8-0.9) yielded a small amount of sulfurr m.P. n,115o
(1ít. 59 ttz.8-120"), on crystallisation from chloroforrn/X6O.
The band (Rf. 0.6-0.7) that fluoresced blue under an ulËraviolet
larnp extracted by chloroform to yield 2-carbethoxy-3-chlorothieno-
12,3-blpyridine (59), (47"), which crystallised from CHC13/X60r m.p.
74-75". v-. ---(nujo1) 1710 (s) ; 1570 (w) , 1550 crn-I (r¿) ; n.m. r.max'
(CDC13) 6 L.42 (t, 3H, ester methyl protons) , 4.45 (q, 2H, ester
methylene protons) , 7.42 (q, lH, C-5 pyridíne hydrogen, J 516
5 cps, J 4r5 Tcps), 8.24 (q, lH, C4 pyrídine hydrogen, J 4,6
2 cps, J 4r5 7 cps), 8.78 (q, 1H, C-6 pyridine hydrogen J 5,6
5 cps, J 4,6 2 cps). (H.R. - M.S. ClgHsNO2SCl calculated mass
240.9964, measured mass 24O.9970).
The lower band from the original preparative plates yielded
B4
an oi1, which woul-d not be furËher purífied.
4-Pvridvloropíolic acid with Lhionvl chloríde
The acid (77 ng) was refluxed with excess thionyl chloride
(1 ml-) for 10 hr. The excess thionyl chloride I¡Ias evaPoraËed,
methanol was added afid the mixture was sËirred for 30 rnin aL
room temperature. After removal of the solvent the residue I^Ias
di-ssolved in chloroform and washed with sodium bicarbonaËe
solution, dried and the solvent evaPorated to yield an oi1;
vmax(fílm) 3050 (w), 2950 (w) , L720 (s), 1600 (m), 1590 (m),
1550 cm-i (m); n.m.r. (CDC13) showed signals at 6 7.27 (c-ß
pyrídÍne hydrogens) and 8.67 (C-a pyrídine hydrogens) in a 1:1
raËio with methoxyl signals aË 3.63, 3.93 and 4.00. The material
could noË be further ,Purified.
E thvl 4-pvridvlpropíolate with thionvl chloride
The esËer (535 mg) was refluxed wÍËh excess of thionyl
chl-oride (4 ml) for 6 days. After evaporaËion of the solvenË
and Ëreatment of the residue with ethanol, a dark residue was
obËained which was dissolved in chloroform. Anhydrous sodíum
carbonate was added and the mixture was stirred for 30 min.
FíltraËion (celite) afid removal of Lhe solvent gave a dark brown
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oÍ1, which failed Èo seParaLe on preparaÈíve plates. The n.m.r.
specËrum showed that no signal-s Ín the vinyl regíon and complex
signals due to methylene and methyl signals of the ester protons.
Aromatic signals at. õ 7.2 (d, 2H, C-3 and C-5 pyrídine hydrogens),
8.63 (d, 2H, C-2 and C-6 pyridine hydrogens) \¡lere present.
Ethvl 2-pvrLdv].propÍolate wíth thionyl chl-oríde
The ester (690 rng) was refluxed wÍth excess thíonyl chloríde
(4 m1) for 6 days. The black solution \¡tas evaporated and the
residue was dissolved in chloroform, anhydrous sodium carbonate
was added and the mixture stirred for t hr. After filËratíon,
the solvenË Inlas evaporated to yield a tarry substance whích was
filtered Èhrough a short alumína column. EluËion with chloroform
gave a brown hygroscopic oil, which did not furËher separaËe by
preparative È.1.c. plates. v*"*(fílrn) 2950 (b), 1740 (s) ' 1-570
cm-r (m); n.m.r. (cDC13) spectrum showed that ô at 7.1-8.0 (rn,
c-3, c-4 and c-5 pyridíne hydrogens) and a complex seË of signals
due to Ëhe varíous ester methylene and methyl groups presenË in
a 3:2:3 ratío respecËively. No sÍgnals corresPonding to the C-6
hydrogen of the starting materíal hTeÏe Plesent in this product.
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